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ABSTRACT 
 
INTRODUCTION: Research into speech intelligibility in dysarthria historically focuses 
on articulation deficits. However, voice quality deficits associated with motor speech 
disorders may also impact speech perception. This study investigates how breathy and 
strained vocal quality affects vowel identification and ratings of vowel goodness. 
METHODS: A healthy speaker recorded vowels with normal, simulated breathy and 
simulated strained voice quality. Acoustic, physiologic, and perceptual measures 
confirmed the presence of the desired voice deficits. 16 volunteer listeners participated in 
three perceptual tasks:  vowel identification, vowel goodness ratings, and voice quality 
ratings.   
RESULTS: In the voice quality rating task, listeners detected voice quality deficits with 
ease.   Breathy and strained stimuli were rated as significantly poorer in voice quality 
than normal stimuli.  The voice quality deficits did not appear to impact vowel 
identification:  identification accuracy for all three sets was high (95% and above) and 
scores did not differ significantly across the three sets of vowels.  Listener judgments of 
vowel goodness, however, were affected by voice quality. Breathy and strained vowels 
were rated as significantly poorer than normal vowels. In addition, listeners needed more 
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time to rate the articulatory goodness of the disordered stimuli and replayed them more 
often while making their goodness judgments. 
CONCLUSION: Simulation of voice quality deficits appears to be a valid way of 
assessing the impact of speech factors beyond articulation on the perception of disordered 
speech. Stimuli with simulated breathiness and strain were rated as poorer in voice 
quality than normally voiced vowels, indicating that voice quality is salient to 
listeners.  Although identification accuracy was not affected by voice quality deficits, 
breathy and strained vowels were judged as poorer in articulatory goodness than normally 
voiced vowels.  Abnormal voice quality appeared to interfere with listener judgments of 
the articulatory goodness of vowels.  Voice quality deficits associated with dysarthria 
may affect speech perception by causing increased listener effort even if speech 
intelligibility is not directly affected.   Further study of the effect of voice quality in more 
realistic listening conditions (e.g., in noise) with more complex speech stimuli (e.g., 
sentences or conversation) will help determine the need for phonatory treatment of 
dysarthric speech. 
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Literature Review 
Hypothetical Case Study.  Mr. Montoya is a 65-year-old man living with Parkinson 
disease (PD). His chief complaint is that his wife and grandchildren can’t understand 
him. Like 90% of individuals with PD, Mr. Montoya has a concomitant motor speech 
disorder called hypokinetic dysarthria (Tylakova et al., 2017; Duffy, 2013). Due to the 
dysarthria, Mr. Montoya has deficits in all four subsystems required for functional 
speech: respiration, phonation, resonance and articulation. At the moment, there is 
insufficient scientific evidence to determine which aspect of speech production should be 
targeted to attain optimal intelligibility gains in the shortest amount of time. The present 
study examines phonatory effects on intelligibility to support future clinical decisions for 
patients like Mr. Montoya, beginning with an overview of current literature on speech 
intelligibility and brief analysis of the gaps in the research.  
Speech Production. The production of intelligible speech requires the interaction of two 
components, the glottal source and the vocal tract filter (Fant, 1960). For vowel sounds, 
the glottal source consists of the complex tone produced by the vibrating vocal folds. The 
filter consists of the vocal tract above the level of the vocal folds and the articulators 
(e.g., lips, tongue, jaw). Acting as an acoustic resonator, the filter allows specific bands 
of frequencies, called resonances or formants, to pass into the air with higher energy than 
other frequencies. Speakers change formant frequencies by modifying the shape of the 
vocal tract filter. Moving the tongue, jaw, and lips changes the frequencies that are best 
resonated by the vocal tract (Behrman, 2018). Listeners use formant frequency patterns to 
perceive vowel sounds. The first formant frequency, or F1, is associated with tongue 
height. Vowels with a high tongue position, such as / i/ and /u/, have low F1 frequencies, 
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whereas low vowels, such as /ɑ/, have high F1 frequencies. F2, or the second formant 
frequency, is associated with tongue advancement. Front vowels, such as / i/ and / ɪ/, have 
high F2 frequencies, and back vowels, such as /u/ and / ʊ/ have low F2 values (Stemple et 
al., 2014).  
Speech intelligibility. Most studies of speech intelligibility focus on the articulation of 
speech sounds associated with the vocal tract filter (Skodda, Visser & Schlegel, 2011; 
Kim, Hasegawa-Johnson, & Perlman, 2011; Platt, Andrews, Young, & Quinn, 1980). 
Although both consonants and vowels are important for speech intelligibility, the focus of 
this paper is on vowels. In neurogenic disorders such as PD, weak or uncoordinated 
articulators are unable to shape the vocal tract correctly, resulting in speech sound 
distortions, substitutions of one phoneme for another, or omissions of phonemes. 
Impaired shaping of the vocal tract can affect production of vowels, leading to reduced 
speech intelligibility (Monsen, 1983;Whitehead & Wirz, 1979). 
Characteristics of the glottal source may also influence the ability of listeners to 
understand speech (Dyle, Danhauer & Reed, 1988; Eadie et al., 2013; DeBodt, 2002; 
Ramig, 1992). Vocal source characteristics include fundamental frequency, vocal 
intensity, and vocal quality. Fundamental frequency (f 0), is the source characteristic 
perceived as vocal pitch. The rate of vibration of the vocal folds is directly related to the f 
0 (Stemple et al., 2014). For example, when the vocal folds vibrate at a rate of 200 times 
per second, the fundamental frequency is 200 Hz. Pitch changes are used to impart 
suprasegmental information to listeners. Per Kent (1988), prosody is informed by voice 
quality, intensity variation, pitch level and pitch variation. Pitch contours are necessary 
for listeners to interpret meaning, and monopitch, or lack of pitch contours, negatively 
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affects intelligibility (Haycock, 1933; Greene, 1956; Hood, 1966; Monsen, 1979; 
DeBodt, 2002). Restricted fundamental frequency ranges have been well-documented in 
PD and other neurogenic disorders (Canter, 1963; 1965; Kent & Rosenbek, 1982). 
Reduced fundamental frequency range has been shown to decrease intelligibility in both 
healthy speakers and in dysarthric speakers (Laures & Weismer, 1999). Though Bunton 
(2006) found fundamental frequency to typically be a redundant cue in healthy speakers, 
listeners in the study used it to identify vowels when listening to dysarthric speech.  
Vocal intensity, perceived as loudness by listeners, is a measure of the sound 
pressure level of the voice. Vocal intensity is a function of subglottal pressure and the 
degree of laryngeal adduction. The duration of vocal fold closure, degree of closure and 
closure speed are specific factors that affect intensity. An increased closed duration will 
increase subglottal pressure, resulting in greater intensity. Similarly, a tight laryngeal 
adduction will increase subglottal pressure, while an incomplete closure reduces pressure 
build-up. The faster the closure speed of the vocal folds, the more energy passes into the 
air at the mouth (Behrman, 2018). Intensity is important for speech intelligibility for two 
reasons: for the audibility of the speech signal to listeners and for its prosodic functions. 
Intensity is affected in neurogenic disorders such as PD due to disordered laryngeal and 
respiratory function. Vocal fold bowing or other glottal incompetence prevents complete 
glottal closure, which inhibits build-up of subglottal pressure (Ramig, 1992). Reduced 
vocal intensity is a well-known characteristic of PD (Canter, 1963; Kent & Rosenbek, 
1982; Ludlow & Bassich, 1983), as is vocal fold bowing (Hansen et al., 1984; Smith et 
al., 1995). Several recent therapeutic techniques (LSVT, SpeakOut, Clear Speech) focus 
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on increasing loudness in speakers with PD by facilitating improved vocal fold adduction 
(Watts, 2016; Cleveland, et al., 2015; Ramig, Fox & Sapir, 2011; Lam & Tjaden, 2016) 
Another parameter associated with glottal tone is voice quality. Voice quality 
refers to the auditory perception of multi-dimensional factors including laryngeal 
adduction, respiration, muscle tension, fundamental frequency, and others. These factors 
come together in varying ratios, leading to different signal perception and descriptive 
interpretation (Kreiman, 2008). This makes research on vocal quality difficult because 
listeners will perceive vocal quality differently. For the purposes of this paper, Laver’s 
(1980) method of distinguishing physiological differences at the laryngeal and 
supralaryngeal levels will be used to define voice qualities. Glottic leakage due to 
hypoadduction of the vocal folds, a space-occupying lesion, or bowed vocal folds leads to 
perception of breathy vocal quality (Stemple et al., 2014; Barsties von Latoszek et al., 
2017), due to the increased obstruence. Strained vocal quality is perceived when the 
vocal folds are hyperadducted or “pressed” tightly (Stemple et al., 2014; Barsties von 
Latoszek et al., 2017). Voice quality has been shown to affect intelligibility in alaryngeal 
speakers (Doyle, Danhauer, & Reed, 1988) and in deaf and hard of hearing speakers 
(Whitehead & Wirz, 1979; Monsen, 1983). To date, there is limited documented research 
on the effect of voice quality and intelligibility in individuals with motor speech 
disorders, though it has been noted clinically (Ramig, 1992).  
Dysarthria in Neurogenic Disorders. Motor speech disorders caused by damage at 
some point along the motor pathway are classified as dysarthrias (Duffy, 2013). 
Compromised laryngeal and/or supralaryngeal neural integrity leads to the development 
of characteristic voice quality, articulatory, and respiratory patterns signaling the location 
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of the damage (Stemple et al., 2014). Dysarthria may result in both source and filter 
deficits depending on the specific etiology and affected motor pathways (ASHA, 2017). 
Individuals with hypokinetic dysarthria and flaccid dysarthria have low-intensity, 
excessively breathy phonation and insufficient prosody due to source deficits. 
Hypokinetic dysarthria, typically associated with PD, may be further characterized by 
imprecise consonants and a variable rate due to filter deficits (Gazewood, Richards, & 
Clebak 2013; Duffy, 2013). Flaccid dysarthria, typically associated with amyotrophic 
lateral sclerosis (ALS) and brainstem strokes, may also be characterized by short phrases, 
reduced speaking rate and mild consonant imprecision (Duffy, 2013). Hyperkinetic 
dysarthria and spastic dysarthria lead to strained-strangled voice quality, inappropriate 
loudness, and monopitch. Hyperkinetic dysarthria, typical of Huntington’s chorea and 
spasmodic dysphonia, is further characterized by voice stoppages, distorted vowels and 
imprecise consonants (Duffy, 2013).  
The present study is primarily interested in research concerning PD since 
approximately 90% of individuals with the disease will develop dysarthria, which may 
affect respiration, phonation, resonance and/or articulation (Tylakova et al., 2017; Duffy, 
2013). With multiple subsystems degenerating simultaneously and a limited timeline, it is 
important to identify the most important intervention target. The most common form of 
dysarthria in PD is hypokinetic dysarthria, though hyperkinetic dysarthria and mixed 
dysarthria are possible (Tjaden, 2008; Duffy, 2013).   
Research has examined both source and filter deficits in PD. In a study of 31 
hypokinetic dysarthric subjects Zwirner & Barnes (1992) found a higher ratio of source 
deficits to filter deficits. Similarly, in a study of 200 subjects Logeman & Fisher (1981) 
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found all subjects with articulation deficits had voice quality deficits and 45% of the 200 
subjects had voice quality deficits only. Overall, 89% of subjects in Logeman & Fisher’s 
study experienced voice quality deficits. Ho et al. (1999) supported Logeman & Fisher’s 
findings with a descriptive study of 200 individuals with PD. They found voice deficits 
were the prominent deficits experienced by their subjects, at 65.5%. Extensive research 
supports the presence monopitch, reduced fundamental frequency, and reduced vocal 
intensity in PD (Hanson, Gerrat & Ward, 1984; Logeman & Fisher, 1978; Darley, 1996; 
Boshes, 1996), though intensity may be influenced by both source and filter. 
Filter deficits have been associated with lower rates of speech intelligibility in PD 
(Skodda, Visser & Schlegel, 2011; Kim, Hasegawa-Johnson, & Perlman, 2011; Platt, 
Andrews, Young, & Quinn, 1980). Logeman & Fisher (1978) found imprecise 
articulation patterns led to stops and affricates being produced as fricatives, repetitions of 
syllables (i.e., fluency deficits), and inappropriate rushes of speech referred to as 
festinated speech (Duffy, 2013). Kim, Hasegawa-Johnson, & Perlman (2011) contrasted 
with Logeman & Fisher, finding voicing and place errors to be more frequent than 
manner errors. They found non-uniform error patterns overall. Lower intelligibility was 
associated with voicing and place errors over manner errors. Reduced jaw movement, 
velopharyngeal movement and voice onset time (VOT) have also been documented in the 
research (Weismer, 1984; Canter, 1965; Logeman & Fisher, 1978; Caligiuiri, 1987; 
Conner et al., 1989) 
Vowels in Dysarthria Vowels are frequently the focus of dysarthria research. Vowels 
are targeted because they are relatively long time periods of voiced speech with limited 
filter effects from vocal tract shaping, allowing for controlled perceptual assessment of 
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source characteristics (Kreiman, 2008). Vowels are distinguished by producing them with 
varying tongue heights and tongue advancement. These variations correspond to well-
documented, distinct vowel formant frequency patterns, F1 and F2 (Peterson & Barney, 
1952). Vowel perception is important to overall speech intelligibility. As distinctiveness 
of a given vowel compared to other vowels is reduced, intelligibility is also reduced (Kim 
et al., 2011; Savageau et al., 2015; Monsen, 1983).  
Vowels in Parkinson Disease There has been extensive research on vowels in PD. 
Vowel Space Area (VSA) is a common research metric to determine the distinctiveness 
of an individual’s vowel productions. VSA measures the distance between vowels in a 
vowel quadrilateral plot. Reduced vowel space area reflects reduced tongue movement 
and correspondingly-altered measures of F1 and F2. Results have been inconsistent, with 
some studies finding VSA could differentiate between normal and dysarthric speakers 
and others finding it could not (Sapir et al., 2011). Skodda and colleagues (2011, 2012) 
found vowel space scores deteriorated with progression of PD. Other studies support 
vowel movement to the center of the vowel quadrilateral (vowel centralization) and 
reduced vowel space in PD, even early on in the disease (Bang et al., 2013; Rusz, et al., 
2013). VSA correlates with filter deficits.  
Teasing apart source and filter effects in speakers with PD is important in 
understanding what causes deficits in speech intelligibility. When a clinician is faced 
with abnormal phonation, articulation, resonance, and prosody simultaneously, it is 
difficult to know what to treat first to obtain the best functional gains, especially in a 
limited time frame. Comprehending the effect of voice quality deficits on vowel 
perception begins the process of learning how vocal quality impacts speech intelligibility.  
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LSVT and Loud Speech One well-supported treatment for individuals with speech 
deficits due to PD is the Lee-Silverman Voice treatment (LSVT LOUD), described in one 
study as the “most effective treatment for PD in reducing the impact of hypokinetic 
dysarthria on functional communication” (Constantinescu, Theodoros, et al., 2011). 
LSVT LOUD targets the development of high-intensity, effortful speech production in an 
effort to “recalibrate” self-perception of intensity and motor recruitment (Ramig, Fox & 
Sapir, 2011). Per Ramig and colleagues, increased intensity improves laryngeal deficits, 
respiratory deficits and orofacial movement, leading to improved vocal quality and 
improved vowel and consonant articulation (Ramig, 1992; Schulman, 1985; Dromey & 
Ramig, 1998; Dromey, Ramig & Johnson, 1995; Sapir et al., 2007).  
Research shows LSVT LOUD and other loud speech techniques, like Speak Out, 
affect both the source and filter including vocal intensity, vocal quality and articulatory 
accuracy (Watts, 2016; Cleveland, et al., 2015; Ramig, Fox & Sapir, 2011) . LSVT 
LOUD is the most studied loud speech technique and is correlated with both source and 
filter changes. Stroboscopy indicates tighter, more symmetrical vocal fold adduction 
following LSVT LOUD (Smith et al., 1995). Increased vowel space in many speakers 
(Bunton, 2006; Neel & Beveridge, 2006) also supports source change. Greater tongue 
strength (Ward et al., 2000;) and greater articulator movement (Schulman, 1989; Dromey 
& Ramig, 1998; Sapir & Ramig et al., 2002) support filter changes.  
The study that inspired this thesis was conducted by Shimon Sapir and colleagues 
in 2007. The randomized control trial included a treatment group of individuals with PD, 
a control group with PD, and a control group of age-matched, neurotypical peers. 
Subjects in the treatment group attended hour-long, individual therapy sessions four times 
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a week for four weeks (16 sessions). Subjects also performed a daily home exercise 
regimen consisting of loud phonation for as long as possible, high-amplitude speech 
exercises, and phonation at both maximum high- and low-pitch. Sapir and colleagues 
concluded changes in vowel articulation, a by-product of high-intensity speech as noted 
above, were responsible for better vowel goodness ratings in the treatment group 
compared to the no-treatment group. Sapir’s study did not control for the improved vocal 
quality that is an expected byproduct of forceful vocal fold adduction, however. It is 
possible listeners were not able to distinguish between voice quality improvement and 
vowel articulation improvement when rating vowel “goodness,” leading to confounded 
results.  
We do not currently have a full understanding of how source characteristics and 
articulatory dimensions impact speech intelligibility (Kent et al., 2003) . Ramig (1992) 
points to research on speech of deaf individuals and alaryngeal speakers to support the 
theory that vocal quality affects speech intelligibility ratings. Voice quality deficits and 
articulation deficits both contribute to reduced speech intelligibility in deaf children 
(Monsen, 1983). Similarly, in laryngectomees voice quality deficits have been coupled 
with lower speech intelligibility (Dyle, Danhauer & Reed, 1988; Eadie et al., 2013). With 
dysarthric speech, DeBodt et al., (2002) found functional intelligibility is improved 
linearly by combining speech dimensions. While prosody and articulation were found to 
be the most influential speech dimensions correlated with intelligibility estimations, voice 
quality and prosody were also implicated in improved intelligibility.  
Aims. This current study aims to identify the impact of disordered vocal quality on vowel 
perception in listeners. In order to ascertain the effects of breathy and strained voice 
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quality on vowel perception, researchers must use vowel stimuli that differ from one 
another only in voice quality. The vowel stimuli must not differ in the other source 
characteristics, pitch and intensity, nor should they differ in filter characteristics such as 
F1 (tongue height), F2 (tongue advancement) and duration. It would be useful to employ 
computer-created synthetic or resynthesized vowels to carefully control all elements of 
vowel production. However, it is difficult to produce a set of several realistic synthetic or 
resynthesized breathy and strained vowels. Therefore, this study employs simulated 
breathy and strained vowel stimuli as well as vowels produced with normal voice quality 
spoken by a healthy speaker who attempted to hold other source and filter characteristics 
constant while producing the three voice qualities. In contrast to Sapir et al., (2007), this 
study will clearly demonstrate if vowel goodness changes are due to voice quality apart 
from articulation. Results will guide further research as we determine if voice quality can 
affect speech intelligibility. Clinicians will then be better able to assess client need and 
select appropriate intervention targets in order to support function in a timely, efficient 
manner. To this end, the specific aims of this project are to: 
Specific Aim #1: To determine the effect of each simulated deficit on vowel 
identifiability, identification scores, time needed to identify tokens and the number of 
replays needed.  
Specific Aim #2: To determine the effect of each simulated deficit on vowel “goodness” 
rating, average ratings, time needed to rate “goodness” and the number of replays needed. 
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Specific Aim # 3: To determine the effect of each simulated deficit on voice quality 
rating, average ratings, time needed to rate voice quality and the number of replays 
needed. 
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Methods 
This research project was approved by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) of the 
University of New Mexico.  
Participants  
Sixteen volunteer undergraduate and graduate students in the Speech and Hearing 
Sciences Department at the University of New Mexico were recruited via email list. 
Participants were self-reported native English speakers with no history of speech, 
language, or hearing problems. Each participant passed a pure-tone audiometry test ( 500 
Hz, 1,000 Hz, 2,000 Hz, and 4, 000 Hz at 20 decibels) prior to beginning the tasks. 
 Stimuli 
 One healthy female speaker, this study’s principal investigator, produced three sets of 10 
vowels (/i ɪ ɛ æ ʊ u ʌ oʊ ɑ eɪ/) within the carrier phrase, “say hood again”, for a total of 
30 phrases. Breathy vocal quality was produced by reducing vocal fold contact, therefore 
increasing turbulent airflow during phonation. Strained vocal quality was produced by 
hyperadducting the vocal folds. Stimuli were recorded via Audacity (Mazonni, 1999) 
using an EG2-PCX model electroglottograph (EGG) with 35-mm dual channel electrodes 
and accompanying Glottal Enterprises M80 omnidirectional headset microphone in a 
sound-treated booth. A harmless electrical current passed through the speaker’s vocal 
folds to record vocal fold movement to find the Contact Quotient (i.e., CQ: contact time 
of the vocal folds divided by cycle length) measures. Cycle length is determined based on 
a preset threshold (e.g., contact begins at 25% of maximum amplitude and ends at 25% 
amplitude). CQ50% is a physiological measure with a threshold at 50% of the amplitude. 
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CQ50% has been shown to distinguish breathy, strained, and normal phonation (Liu et 
al., 2017).  
Objective Measures. PRAAT software (Boersima & Weenik, 2015) was used to 
annotate stimuli in order to isolate vowels. Average intensity for each vowel in each 
condition was extracted via PRAAT software. A script customized by Dr. Richard Arenas 
extracted f 0, F1, F2, duration, and Cepstral Peak Prominence-Smoothed (CPPs) measures 
for each marked vowel. Standard PRAAT settings track 5 formants up to 55k Hz, but 
settings needed to be adjusted for some stimuli (i.e., up to 5k Hz). Formant measures 
were double-checked by hand and changed as needed to ensure accurate formant tracking 
(<10). Several acoustic measures were used to determine that vowel productions were 
similar in articulation and differed only in voice quality. F1 and F2 measures informed 
tongue height and advancement across conditions. Fundamental frequency measures 
confirmed similar pitch across all conditions. To prepare the stimuli for the perceptual 
tests, a second PRAAT script extracted each vowel as a separate wav file. Vowels were 
equated for loudness (mean RMS intensity) using Adobe Audition 
(Audacity.sourceforge.net, 2015) software to ensure that intensity differences did not 
influence perceptual judgments. 
Two measures were used to determine that the three types of stimuli did differ in 
voice quality as desired: CPPs and CQ50%. A Fourier transformation converts waveform 
frequency into a time domain leading to a “spectral representation of the spectrum” 
(Heman-Ackah et al., 2003), called a cepstrum. Smoothed cepstral peak prominence 
(CPPs) is the highest amplitude in a given cepstrum and is the acoustic measure most 
strongly associated with breathy voice quality (Latozek et al., 2016). Breathy voices have 
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a flatter cepstrum overall, meaning CPPs measurements are smaller than for non-breathy 
voice quality (Hillenbrand & Houde, 1996). Small CPPs have been correlated with 
strained vocal quality (Lowell et al., 2012). CPPs measures were obtained using Praat. 
The physiologic measure CQ50% was used to determine differences in vocal fold closure 
patterns across the three voice quality types. Vocal fold closure patterns differ across 
voice quality. In typical phonation, the vocal folds oscillate fluidly horizontally, 
vertically, and longitudinally. Electroglottograph measures pass an electrical current 
through the vocal folds to record when vocal folds are open vs. closed. Software 
translates these readings into a contact quotient (CQ) by dividing cycle length by total 
time the vocal folds were closed. For this study, cycle is defined by 50% peak to 50% 
peak in the EGG signal. CQ50% for typical phonation shows about a 2:3 ratio of contact 
time to open time (Liu et al., 2012). Strained phonation occurs due to hyperadduction of 
the vocal folds, limiting the fluid motion of the vocal fold edge (Stemple et al., 2014). 
CQ50% for strained phonation is expected to be the largest of the three vocal qualities, 
with a higher proportion of contact time to open time (Liu et al., 2012). In breathy 
phonation the vocal folds do not fully approximate, meaning EGG measures for breathy 
phonation are limited. Although  anterior vocal fold contact may be sufficient for contact 
readings, a posterior vocal fold gap is likely in this condition and may not be sensed by 
the EGG.   
Subjective Measures. To further confirm that the desired voice quality deficits 
were achieved, two experienced clinical speech-language pathologists assessed four 
vowels and four sentence-level experimental stimuli using the CAPE-V perceptual scale, 
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a reliable subjective measure of voice quality (Zraick et al., 2010). CAPE-V scores 
confirmed moderate deficits in breathiness and strain present in respective stimuli  
Procedure            
Training. Participants received a short training session from the investigator to 
ensure understanding of goodness concepts, voice quality concepts and the international 
phonetic alphabet (IPA) (Appendix B). During the training, participants were presented 
with examples of normal, breathy, and strained stimuli in /hVd/ contexts. They practiced 
Visual Analog Scale (VAS) rating tasks and vowel identification tasks using speech 
samples from non-experimental stimuli. Research has found no significant difference in 
perceptual judgements of dysarthric speech between expert and naïve listeners (Sussman 
& Tjaden, 2012), so undergraduate and graduate students were selected as the research 
participants.  
Tasks 
Vowel Identification. Participants performed 10-alternative forced choice tasks 
for vowel identification. For each trial, one of ten vowels was presented via headphones 
at a comfortable listening level. Participants identified which of the ten possible vowels 
was presented via a mouse click on the perceived vowel (Figure 1). Vowel choices were 
presented orthographically (e.g., had) and phonetically (e.g., /hæd/). There was a total of 
30 stimuli (10 vowels X 3 conditions X 1 speaker) presented in random order 3 times for 
interrater reliability. Each participant therefore completed 90 vowel identification trials. 
Delivery and response collection was managed by Alvin 3 experiment software (J.M. 
Hillenbrand & Gayvert, 2005).  Percent correct vowel identification was calculated for 
each voice type.  
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Figure 1. Screenshot of  Alvin 3 experiment software display for identification task 
 
Vowel Goodness. Participants completed vowel “goodness” ratings of the same 
stimuli sets in /hVd/ contexts using a visual analog scale (VAS) ranging from “poor 
example” to “good example” of each vowel under each condition (Figure 2). Each 
stimulus was presented 3 times in random order to determine interrater reliability. There 
were a total of 90 vowel goodness trials per participant. The Alvin 3 program translated 
mouse clicks on the analog scale into a number between 0 (good example) and 100 (poor 
example). Vowel goodness measurements will provide more fine-tuned data on how 
close a given vowel is to the listener’s concept of an excellent exemplar. Measuring both 
intelligibility and vowel goodness may result in observable trends not visible with only 
one measure (Franklin & Stoel-Gammon, 2014).  
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Figure 2. Screenshot of  Alvin 3 experiment software display for vowel goodness task 
 
Quality Goodness. Participants completed voice quality “goodness” ratings of the 
same stimuli sets in /hVd/ contexts using a visual analog scale (VAS) ranging from “poor 
example” to “good example” of each vowel under each condition. The intended vowel 
was displayed orthographically so participants were able to compare. Each stimulus was 
presented in 3 times randomly to determine interrater reliability. There were a total of 90 
quality goodness trials per participant. The Alvin 3 program translated mouse clicks on 
the analog scale into a number between 0 (good example) and 100 (poor example). 
Time/Replays. The Alvin 3 program recorded time needed to respond in milliseconds 
and recorded number of replays for each stimuli. Time and number of replays were 
compared for breathy, normal and strained tokens in each task (identification, goodness 
rating and quality rating).  
Analysis 
1. To determine the effect of each simulated deficit on vowel identifiability, 
identification scores, time needed to identify tokens and the number of replays were 
averaged across the listeners , transformed into RAU, and submitted to a mixed ANOVA 
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using IBM SPSS Statistics 25 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL) with within-subjects factor of 
condition, which includes the normal voice quality and the two simulated deficits.  
2.  To determine the effect of each simulated deficit on vowel “goodness” rating, 
average ratings, time needed to rate “goodness” and the number of replays were 
submitted to repeated-measures ANOVA with the within-subjects factor of condition 
(breathy, normal, or strained). Ratings were also subjected to Bonferroni-adjusted 
pairwise comparison.   
3. To determine the effect of each simulated deficit on voice quality rating, 
average ratings, time needed to rate voice quality and the number of replays were 
submitted to repeated-measures ANOVA with the within-subjects factor of condition 
(breathy, normal, or strained). Ratings were also subjected to Bonferroni-adjusted 
pairwise comparison.   
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Results 
Vowel quality acoustic measures. To confirm that vowels were similar for parameters 
other than vocal quality, measures were taken of F1, F2, and fundamental frequency at 
20%, 50% and 80% of the vowel. F1, F2, fundamental frequency, and vowel duration 
were submitted to repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) using IBM SPSS 
Statistics 25 (SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL) with a within-subject factor of voice type (breathy, 
normal, or strained). There was a significant effect of voice type for F1, F(1,2)=6.57, 
p=.005,2=.422 (Table 2, Figure 3). Pairwise Bonferroni adjusted comparisons indicate a 
significant difference of 99 Hz between the breathy and strained conditions, p=0.016. 
There was no significant difference among the three voice quality types for F2, 
F(1,2)=2.681, p=.096 (Table 2, Figure 4).  
 
Figure 3. Means and SDs for F1.  
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Figure 4. Means and SDs for F2. 
Results of the dynamic vowel chart (Figure 5) shows F1 and F2 values for each 
vowel at 20%, 50%, and 80% of vowel duration This F1 X F2 vowel scatterplot reveals 
differences in production for a few vowels across the three voice quality types. The 
strained voice quality version of /eɪ/ was produced with a lower tongue position and /ʊ/ 
was produced with a higher tongue position than for the breathy and normal versions. For 
normal voice quality, /u/ was produced with a more backed tongue position than the /u/ in 
breathy or strained voice quality. Table 1 shows formant frequencies by vowel and voice 
type.  
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Figure 5. F1 (y-axis) and F2 (x-axis) formant frequencies at 20%, 50% and 80% of each vowel for every 
vowel in each condition. Note: 20% of the vowel is indicated by the largest marker in a series. 80% of the 
vowel is indicated by the smallest marker in the series.  
 
Table 1 
Measures of F1 (Hz), F2 (Hz), f 0  (Hz), and duration (sec) by vowel and voice type 
Vowel  F1   F2   f 0   Duration  
 B N S B N S B N S B N S 
i 306 268 423 2766 2827 2860 209 243 258 0.13 0.11 0.2 
ɪ 399 509 494 2286 2137 2217 233 240 242 0.1 0.08 0.13 
eɪ 439 455 706 2578 2631 2404 229 220 208 0.14 0.13 0.16 
ɛ 726 802 729 2001 2052 1994 206 207 221 0.1 0.08 0.19 
æ 941 993 909 1946 1680 1864 198 199 169 0.11 0.12 0.24 
ʌ 664 783 828 1716 1595 1508 196 203 190 0.08 0.07 0.18 
ɑ 943 948 974 1564 1404 1487 190 204 183 0.13 0.12 0.20 
oʊ 416 424 548 971 1007 969 177 204 216 0.12 0.12 0.23 
ʊ 427 515 511 1434 1446 1254 179 227 228 0.1 0.08 0.19 
u 326 255 452 1276 925 1103 202 230 224 0.12 0.12 0.24 
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For fundamental frequency, Greenhouse-Geisser-corrected measures of f 0 were 
not significantly different, F=3.090, p=.100 (Table 1, Table 2, Figure 6). This indicates 
fundamental frequency (vocal pitch) was held relatively constant across the three voice 
quality types.  
 
Figure 6. Means and SDs for f 0 
  Greenhouse-Geisser-corrected measures of vowel duration were significantly 
different across the three voice quality types, F=79.024, p=.000. There was a large effect 
size, η² = .898. Bonferroni-adjusted pairwise comparison indicated strained condition 
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was longer than both breathy and normal, p=.000. On average, strained vowels were 
0.08 ms longer than the normal breathy vowels. Although breathy vowels were not 
significantly different than normal vowels (p=.052) they were, on average, 0.01ms 
longer than normal vowels (Tab. 1; Fig. 7). Vowel duration was not held constant across 
the three conditions, but differences were relatively small (less than 82 ms). 
 
Figure 7. Means and SDs for duration. 
Voice quality measures 
Objective measures. To determine that the speaker did in fact vary voice quality 
across the three conditions, one acoustic measure and one physiologic measure were 
compared. Cepstral peak prominence-smoothed (CPPs) measures were subjected to 
repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) with the within-subjects factor of 
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voice type (breathy, normal, or strained). As expected, CPPs differed significantly with 
voice condition, F=100.857, p=.000, η² =.918. Bonferroni-adjusted pairwise comparison 
indicated CPPs for the strained voice vowels was larger than for normally voiced vowels, 
which was larger than the breathy voiced vowels (S>N>B), with p=.000 for each 
comparison (Table 2). This indicates that breathy and strained vocal quality conditions 
were successfully simulated. 
Table 2 
Repeated Measures ANOVA with within-subjects factor of voice type (breathy, normal, 
or strained) statistics for acoustic and physiological measures.  
Measure F (1,2) p    η² p 
Duration 79 .000* .9 
F1 7 .005* .4 
F2 3 0.961 N/A 
F0 3 .100 N/A 
 CQ50% 17 .000* .6 
CPPs 100 0.000* 0.9 
 
 
Electroglottogram measures (EGG) of contact quotient with 50% criterion 
(CQ50%) were subjected to repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) with 
within-subject factor of voice type (breathy, normal, or strained). Statistics showed a 
significant effect for voice type at the midpoint of the vowel, F(1,2)=16.777, p=.000 and 
2=.617 (Table 2). Bonferroni-adjusted pairwise comparison indicated CQ50% at vowel 
midpoint was significantly different between breathy and strained conditions (p=.002) 
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and between normal and strained conditions (p=.001), but not between breathy and 
normal conditions (Table 2). Measuring CQ50% over the whole vowel, a significant 
effect was again present for voice type F(1,2)= 5.278, p=.016, η² =.370. Bonferroni-
adjusted pairwise comparison indicated CQ50% across the whole vowel was significantly 
different between normal and strained conditions (p=.006).   
Pearson Product Moment correlations for CPPs and CQ50% of the whole vowel 
(CQ_all) and CQ50% at the midpoint of the vowel (CQ_mid) were included to confirm 
that acoustic and physiological measures were in agreement. The correlation between 
CPPs and CQ_all was significant (.525), as was the correlation between CPPs and 
CQ_mid (.760).  
Subjective measure. To further confirm that the desired voice quality differences 
were achieved, two licensed speech-language pathologists experienced in voice disorders 
performed the Consensus Auditory-Perceptual Evaluation of Voice (CAPE-V) on four 
vowels and four sentences under each condition. The speech-pathologists were blinded to 
the condition, to each others’ ratings, and to the purpose of the present study. The average 
scores for overall severity, breathiness and strain (Figure 8, Table 3) indicate a moderate 
severity for the breathy condition, a moderate-to-severe rating for the strained condition 
and no abnormal quality for the normal condition. For degree of breathiness, the breathy 
condition was rated as moderately breathy, the strained condition as mildly breathy and 
the normal condition was rated to be without breathiness. For degree of strain, the breathy 
condition was rated mildly strained, the normal was rated without strain, and the strained 
condition was rated moderate-to-severely strained. Therefore, to the trained ear, the 
appropriate perceptual qualities were present in the stimuli. 
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Figure 8. Average CAPE-V ratings by experienced clinicians. Note Normal condition (orange) does not 
show in the figure due to zero scores for all measures.  
Table 3 
Expert clinician judgements on the CAPE-V perceptual test out of 100 points each 
 
Breathy Normal Strained 
Overall Severity 31.5 0 60 
Breathiness 55 0 14.5 
Strain  7.5 0 66 
 
Voice quality and vowel identification. There was no significant effect of voice type, 
F(1,2,) =1.797, p=.183. The time taken to identify vowels was not significantly different 
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across the three voice quality types, F(1,2)=0.51 p=.52, nor were number of replays 
F(1,2)=3.17, p=.081. 
Comprehensive confusion matrices (Appendix B) show both vowel identification 
accuracy for each vowel and the nature of confusions. In all conditions, /eɪ/ stimuli had 
the largest number of errors (9 for breathy, 4 for normal, 6 for strained). This vowel was 
confused for /ɪ/ and, more often, /ɛ/.  
Table 4 
Repeated Measures ANOVA with within-subjects factor of voice type (breathy, normal, 
or strained) for experimental tasks. 
 
Task F(1,2) p    ƞ² 
Vowel ID 1.797 .183 .107 
Vowel ID Time 0.51 0.52 N/A 
Vowel ID Replays 3.17 0.081 N/A 
Vowel Goodness 11.72 p<.001* .439 
Vowel Goodness Time 15.57 .000* .509 
Vowel Goodness 
Replays 
6.13 .006* .290 
Voice Quality 61.645 .000* 0.804 
Voice Quality Time 1.77 .198 N/A 
Voice Quality Replays 3.33 .073 N/A 
* Significant at the .05 level 
 
Vowel goodness ratings. Vowel goodness ratings were collected to understand how 
vocal quality affected listeners’ perception of phoneme production. Sphericity-assumed 
results indicate a significant difference, F(1,2)=11.72, p < .001. Bonferroni-adjusted 
pairwise comparison indicated goodness ratings for the breathy and strained conditions 
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were not significantly different from each other, but were significantly different from the 
goodness ratings for the normal condition (Table 4, Figure 9). Time needed to rate 
“goodness” was significantly different F(1,2)=15.57, p=.000, η² =.509 (Table 4). Pairwise 
comparisons indicate that listeners took more time to respond to breathy stimuli than to 
normal stimuli, with a mean difference of 1411 ms (p< .001). Listeners also took 
significantly more time for strained stimuli compared to normal stimuli, with a mean 
difference of 683 milliseconds (p=.018). Number of replays were significantly different 
across voice type, F(1,2)=6.13, p=.006, η² =.290 (Table 6). Pairwise comparison indicate 
that listeners used significantly more replays for breathy than for the normal stimuli, with 
a mean difference of .229 replays (p=.008) There was no significant difference between 
strained and normal vowel stimuli replays (Table 4).  
 
Figure 9. Means and SDs for vowel goodness ratings (0=good, 100=poor). 
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Voice quality ratings. Sphericity-assumed results indicate a significant difference across 
voice type, F(1,2)=61.645, p=.000 (Table 4). Bonferroni-adjusted pairwise comparison 
indicated goodness ratings for the breathy and strained conditions were not significantly 
different from each other, but both breathy and strained vowels were rated significantly 
more poorly in voice quality than the normal vowels (Figure 10).  
Time needed to rate voice quality did not differ across the three voice quality 
types, F(1,2)=1.77, p=.198. The number of replays was not significant, F(1,2)=3.33, 
p=.073 (Table 6).  
 
 
Figure 10. Means and SDs for voice quality ratings (0=good, 100=poor). 
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 Reliability analysis 
Intra-rater agreement. Each of the 16 listeners heard each of the 30 vowel tokens 
three times in each experimental task. Therefore, voice quality and vowel goodness 
ratings were compared across the three repetitions to assess intra-judge agreement for 
each listener. Pearson correlations for the first and second set of stimuli, the first and 
third set of stimuli, and the second and third set of stimuli for each listener (Table 5) 
Mean intra-rater agreement for voice quality ratings was 85% and for vowel goodness 
ratings was 56%. Rater 2 was excluded from calculations for vowel goodness because all 
but one vowel token was rated as 0. For voice quality ratings, one hundred percent of 
intra-rater correlations for voice quality ratings were statistically significant at the .05 
level, and 66% percent for vowel quality ratings were significant (Table 5). 
Table 5 
Intraclass correlation coefficients by rater and two-way comparisons for vowel goodness 
task. 
Speaker Breathy-Strained Strained-Normal Breathy-Normal Mean 
1 0.35 0.620329* 0.669* 0.546443 
2 N/A N/A N/A N/A 
3 -0.06083 -0.05577 0.888608* 0.257338 
4 0.064834 0.439371** 0.570384* 0.358197 
5 0.421959** 0.267259 0.393916** 0.361044 
6 0.608371* 0.508227* 0.776765* 0.631121 
7 0.764553* 0.800996* 0.726545* 0.764031 
8 0.584298* 0.256765 0.22831 0.356458 
9 0.756957* 0.64932* 0.910892* 0.77239 
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10 0.796281* 0.948324* 0.79225* 0.845618 
11 0.358954 0.269817 0.288486 0.305752 
12 0.612807* 0.738722* 0.867579* 0.739703 
13 0.283751 0.564258* 0.603566* 0.483858 
14 0.675691* 0.841362* 0.777172* 0.764741 
15 0.457366** 0.730945* 0.525493* 0.571268 
16 0.734064* 0.666522* 0.892367* 0.764318 
Mean 0.493937 0.549763 0.660756 0.568152 
Range 
Minimum 
-0.06083 -0.05577 0.22831 0.257338 
Range 
Maximum 
0.796281 0.948324 0.910892 0.845618 
 
*indicates significance at .05 
** indicates significance at .01 
 
 
In addition, the percentage of tokens receiving scores of close agreement was 
calculated. Close agreement was defined as a difference of less than 10 points on the 100 
point rating scale for the two ratings. For vowel quality, close agreement for normal 
vowels was 73%, but for breathy and strained vowels it was 16% and 14% respectively. 
For vowel goodness, close agreement for normal vowels was 81%, breathy vowels was 
51% and strained vowels were 64%.  
 
Inter-rater reliability. To assess agreement across the 16 listeners, interclass 
correlation coefficients (ICC) (two-way mixed model) were calculated for voice quality 
and vowel goodness ratings. ICCs are the ratio of rating variance and variance sum and 
error sum. This measure allows environmental variables and other error sources to be 
considered leading to a highly generalizable measure of inter-rater reliability (Sheard, 
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Adams & Davis, 1991). Absolute agreement ICC for voice quality was .957 (p < .001), 
indicating excellent reliability (Koo & Li, 2016). For vowel goodness ratings, absolute 
agreement ICC was .726 (p < .001), indicating moderate agreement. 
Table 6 
Interclass correlation coefficients by rater and two-way comparisons for voice quality 
ratings.  
Speaker Breathy-Strained Strained-Normal Breathy-Normal Mean 
1 0.906* 0.921* 0.875* 0.900667 
2 0.717* 0.467* 0.47* 0.551333 
3 0.608* 0.635* 0.57* 0.604333 
4 0.845* 0.896* 0.805* 0.848667 
5 0.782* 0.826* 0.794* 0.800667 
6 0.858* 0.885* 0.861* 0.868 
7 0.977* 0.992* 0.975* 0.981333 
8 0.712* 0.733* 0.72* 0.721667 
9 0.923* 0.889* 0.879* 0.897 
10 0.972* 0.988* 0.968* 0.976 
11 0.973* 0.974* 0.98* 0.975667 
12 0.758* 0.824* 0.883* 0.821667 
13 0.926* 0.926* 1* 0.950667 
14 0.985* 0.993* 0.987* 0.988333 
15 0.757* 0.83* 0.751* 0.779333 
16 0.931* 0.977* 0.967* 0.958333 
Mean 0.851875 0.85975 0.842813 0.851479 
Range 
Minimum 
0.608 0.467 0.47 0.551333 
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Range 
Maximum 
0.985 0.993 1 0.988333 
*indicates significance at .05 
** indicates significance at .01 
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Discussion 
Summary 
The aim of this study was to identify the impact of disordered vocal quality on 
vowel perception in listeners. In addition to the better-studied articulatory deficits, 
breathy and strained vocal quality are also common in individuals with dysarthria. As 
dysarthria is such a common symptom of degenerative neurogenic disorders, it is 
important to understand exactly what factors affect intelligibility so clinicians can support 
functional communication with timely, efficacious interventions. Vowel stimuli were 
used in this pilot study to establish the feasibility of simulated voice quality deficits for 
future research at word and sentence levels. By using voice quality deficits simulated by 
a healthy speaker, natural speech tokens could be used in perception tasks.   
Did the vowel sets differ in voice quality? 
In order to carry out the study, we had to ensure that the three sets of vowels - 
breathy normal, and strained - did  differ in voice quality. Using the CAPE-V, a standard 
assessment of voice quality, two experienced clinicians judged that the three sets of 
vowel stimuli differed from one another. Breathy stimuli were judged as moderately 
breathy and strained vowel stimuli were judged moderate-to-severely strained. Normal 
stimuli were judged to be free of perceptual deficits.  
  Currently, no single measure, acoustic or physiologic, accounts for both breathy 
and strained vocal quality. Therefore, both acoustic and physiological measures were 
performed to confirm clinician judgements of perceptual deficits. The acoustic measure 
CPPs confirmed the breathy and normal stimuli were representative of the vocal quality 
conditions. As expected, breathy vowels had the lowest CPPs values, indicating lower 
acoustic energy and periodicity (Heman-Ackah, et al., 2002; Barsties von Latoszek et al., 
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2016). Strained vowels had the highest CPPs values in our study, indicating higher 
amounts of acoustic energy, or periodicity, present in the stimuli. This contrasts with 
Lowell and colleagues (2012), who found strained-pressed phonation had lower CPPs 
peaks than normal phonation in a sentence-level task and in a sustained vowel task. We 
are unsure why our measures differed. The efficacy of CPPs measurements for strained 
vocal quality is limited due to scarcity of research correlating strained phonation and 
CPPs.  
Physiologically, electroglottograph measures were taken by passing an electrical 
current through the speaker’s vocal folds to record when vocal folds are open vs. closed. 
The included software translated these readings into a contact quotient (CQ) by dividing 
cycle length by total time the vocal folds were closed. In keeping with prior research, we 
set the cycle length threshold at 50% (e.g., cycle defined by 50% peak to 50% peak in the 
EGG signal). CQ50% has been shown to distinguish breathy, strained, and normal 
phonation (Liu et al., 2017). In women for sustained vowel tasks, vocal folds were found 
to be closed 35% of the cycle for breathy phonation, 40% of the cycle for normal 
phonation and 53% of the time for strained phonation (Liu et al., 2017). In our study, 
vocal folds were found to be closed 40% of the cycle for breathy phonation, 42% of the 
cycle for normal phonation and 60% of the time for strained phonation. EGG measures 
showed significant effects of voice type on CQ50%. Strained vowels were significantly 
different from both normal and breathy vowels at the midpoint of the vowel. Breathy and 
normal CQ50% were not significantly different from one another, though breathy 
phonation had a slightly lower CQ50% when looking at the middle three pitch pulses of 
the EGG signal. It was difficult to measure CQ50% reliably using vowels produced in 
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words with normal duration compared to sustained vowels, like in Liu et al., which may 
be why our results differ somewhat. Similar to CPPs for strained phonation, CQ50% is 
not well-suited to measure breathy vocal quality due to the possibility of recording 
contact due to anterior vocal fold adduction even with a posterior vocal fold gap.  
With the exception of the acoustic measure (CPPs) for the strained voice vowels 
and CQ50% for breathy phonation, the three sets of stimuli differed as expected in expert 
perceptual judgements, acoustic measures and physiologic measures of voice quality. 
Were vowels similar in other aspects of production? 
In order to control for confounding variables, it was necessary to hold all factors 
other than voice quality constant if possible. Several acoustic measures were used to 
confirm consistency of vowel production. F1 and F2 measures were used to compare 
tongue height and tongue advancement over time across conditions. F2 at 50% of the 
vowel duration did not differ significantly, indicating similar tongue advancement for 
three groups of stimuli. However, there was a significant difference for F1: strained 
stimuli were about 100 Hz lower than breathy stimuli on average, indicating the tongue 
and jaw were positioned higher for strained stimuli. Higher positioning may be due to 
overall increased muscle tension required to produce strained voice, limiting the 
speaker’s ability to lower the jaw. The dynamic vowel formant plot in which F1 and F2 
values are shown at 20%, 50%, and 80% of vowel duration for each vowel revealed 
lowering of /eI/ and raising of /ʊ/ in the strained condition compared to the other two 
conditions. In addition, /u/ was produced with greater tongue backing in the normal 
condition compared to the fronted /u/ vowels for the breathy and strained conditions. This 
varied vowel production may have affected accurate identification of /eI/, which was the 
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most commonly misidentified vowel in the strained condition, though it was also 
misidentified relatively frequently in breathy and normal conditions. The vowels /ʊ/ and 
/u/ did not have a high incidence of misidentification in the normal condition, so the 
formant differences were not large enough to affect their identifiability.  
Measures of fundamental frequency (f 0) were used to determine whether vocal 
pitch was held constant across conditions. There was no significant difference for f 0 
across quality types, indicating vocal pitch was similar across all three groups of stimuli. 
Vowel duration was measured to determine vowel length was relatively constant. 
Strained vowels were an average of 0.08ms longer than normal and breathy vowels. 
While duration differences were relatively small (about 90 ms longer at most), the large 
effect size suggested a consistent effect occurring on all ten vowels.  
Did listeners notice voice quality differences? 
Voice quality was highly salient to listeners. Ratings for strained and breathy 
conditions were significantly higher (poorer) than for the normally voiced vowels. On 
average, breathy vowels were rated as poorer than normal vowels by 58 points on a 100 
point scale. Strained vowels were rated as poorer than normal stimuli by 68 points and 
poorer than breathy vowels by 10 points. Listeners had excellent inter-rater and intra-
rater reliability for this task. The presence of many "0" ratings for normal stimuli, 
however, may have inflated the ICC score, however. Time and number of replays needed 
were not significantly different across the three types of vowels, supporting the idea that 
listeners made voice quality determinations with ease.  
Did voice quality affect vowel goodness judgements? 
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Voice quality affected vowel goodness judgements. Both breathy and strained 
vowels were rated significantly higher (poorer) than vowels in the normal voice quality 
condition. On average, breathy vowels were rated poorer than normal vowels by 18 
points on a 100 point scale and poorer than strained by 2 points. Strained vowels were 
rated poorer than normal stimuli by 16 points. Inter-rater and intra-rater reliability for this 
task was worse than for the voice quality rating task. Time to make decision and number 
of replays needed were significantly different across the three types of vowels. Vowels 
with breathy vocal quality provoked more replays and listeners took longer to enter 
ratings than for the normal stimuli. Vowels with strained vocal quality also took longer 
for listeners to rate, but the number of replays was not significantly greater than for the 
normal stimuli. Listeners also reported vowel goodness rating task was more difficult 
than the voice quality rating task. These results suggest that voice quality deficits 
interfered with judgments of vowel goodness. 
Did voice quality affect vowel identification? 
Simulated voice quality deficits did not appear to affect vowel identification 
accuracy, which was above 95% for all conditions. Neither time needed to identify 
vowels nor number of stimuli replays were significantly different across the three voice 
quality types. However, the high rates of accuracy (above 95% for all three types of 
vowel stimuli) suggest that a ceiling effect may have occurred - the task may simply have 
been too easy to reveal subtle effects of voice quality on vowel identification. Playing the 
vowel stimuli in noise may reduce accuracy and eliminate the ceiling effect, providing a 
more accurate understanding of the potential impact of vocal quality deficits on vowel 
identification (Nabelek, 1988).  
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Limitations 
One of the biggest issues with this study is the use of a single speaker to provide 
stimuli. Having vowels produced by more speakers would support better generalization 
of results. Several speakers attempted to perform the stimuli recording, but they were 
unable to hold vowel production relatively constant while simulating breathy and strained 
voice quality. Female voices have higher intelligibility overall (Kwon, 2010) and 
intelligibility in dysarthria may be vulnerable to sex effects, so it will be important to 
expand to male speakers (Kent et al.,1994). Secondly, the inconsistencies in vowel 
production with regards to F1 and duration (Table 2) reduces the level of variable control. 
It is possible that differences in tongue position, duration, or fundamental frequency in 
addition to the desired voice quality differences contributed to poorer goodness ratings 
for breathy or strained vowels. Thirdly, the vowel identification task may have been 
vulnerable to the ceiling effect. Because identification accuracy was so high for all three 
conditions, a ceiling effect may have masked difficulties in perceiving breathy and 
strained vowels. Fourthly, our CPP values for strained voice did not match those for 
Lowell and colleagues (2012) for an unknown reason that needs to be further explored. 
Current literature on acoustic correlations of strained voice is limited, but using spectral 
tilt measures like long-term average spectrum (LTAS) may be useful in guiding research. 
Finally, the focus of this study on vowel perception at the phoneme level limits its 
applicability to speech intelligibility in clinical practice. The results of this study should 
be regarded as an early step in understanding the effect of voice quality deficits on real-
world communication skills. 
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Clinical Implications 
The results of this study indicate that voice quality deficits are both readily 
apparent to listeners and difficult to separate from judgments of vowel goodness. We 
know that vowel perception is important to overall speech intelligibility (Kim et al., 
2011; Savageau et al., 2015; Monsen, 1983) and we know listeners need multiple 
acoustic cues to judge vocal effort (Tasko, 2008), but the effects of disordered vocal 
quality on vowel perception at the word or sentence level are still largely unknown.  
Listeners in the present study did require more time and replays during the 
relatively simple vowel goodness task for breathy and strained stimuli, suggesting  they 
may have exerted more effort on tokens with disordered voice quality. Sapir and 
colleagues’ (2007) study on vowel goodness comparisons of loud speech and habitual 
speech in PD may have been confounded by vocal quality changes. The loud speech 
stimuli likely had better vocal quality than the habitual speech stimuli because the strong 
vocal fold adduction required to produce high-intensity phonation also reduces 
breathiness. The findings of the present study support that improved vocal quality may 
have affected vowel goodness ratings in that study and, therefore, the authors’ 
conclusions reporting improved intelligibility due to louder speech and articulation 
changes may be incomplete.  
If vowel goodness rating is affected by voice quality deficits, it is logical to 
assume that speech intelligibility will also be impeded by quality deficits due to 
distraction or possibly increased effort required to understand speech with disordered 
vocal quality. Research on tracheosphageal speech (Nagle & Eadie, 2012), and dysarthria 
(Landa, Pennington et al., 2014; Cote-Reschny & Hodge, 2010) have found increased 
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listener effort associated with vocal quality deficits. Listener burden is a particular 
concern with older populations. As part of the typical, healthy aging process older adults 
have a higher chance of attention deficits, including both selective attention and sustained 
attention (Zanto & Gazzaley, 2014). These subtle deficits have been shown to reduce the 
ability to perform effortful listening tasks, particularly in “suboptimal” conditions 
(Philips, 2016), which presumably may extend to disordered vocal quality. Considering 
individual with some dysarthria etiologies are typically older adults and therefore, their 
communication partners are more likely to be older adults, voice quality could have a 
larger effect on these populations than expected. These findings support continued 
research into the effects of voice quality deficits on intelligibility.  
Directions of Future Research 
Future research should increase task difficulty to eliminate the potential ceiling 
effects for the vowel identification task. For example, vowel stimuli could be played in 
noise that more closely replicates real-life conversational settings, improving the external 
validity of results. Future research may expand tasks to sentence and conversation level 
stimuli. Utilizing more “real-world” tasks like transcription of sentences produced with 
simulated breathy and strained voice quality and intelligibility or effort judgments of 
connected speech with voice quality deficits rather than vowel tasks will further elucidate 
the impact of voice quality on functional communication. Increasing the number of 
speakers simulating voice deficits and recruiting a larger sample size of listeners would 
also improve the generalizability of the results.  
In conclusion, this study found some data supporting the hypothesis that voice 
quality deficits affect vowel perception in listeners. While data did not find increased 
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difficulty with vowel identification in the presence of disordered vocal quality, voice 
quality was salient to listeners and goodness ratings were more difficult to make quickly 
when stimuli had quality deficits. Functionally, these findings suggest listeners expend 
more effort when listening to disordered vocal quality. This may affect overall 
intelligibility, but study limitations require cautious interpretation until research is 
expanded.  
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Appendix A. Study Script for training 
 
Vowel Goodness  
1. Double-click on Alvin3 icon to open program 
2. File>Open Experiment 
3. Click on appropriate .luax file 
4. Enter subject code 
5. Click on “start” button 
6. Move slider 
7. Click on “okay” 
8. At end, click “Main menu” 
 
Instructions 
VIDtest-Practice for vowel identification task 
• You are about to hear some single-syllable words spoken by a person using different 
speech techniques. When you hear a word, you will also see ten words on the screen 
written in standard English and in the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA). Click on the 
word that you heard.  
 
VGtest-Practice for goodness judgements on single vowel 
• You are going to hear some vowels spoken by a person using different speech techniques. 
You are going to judge the goodness of each vowel you hear. The intended word will 
appear on the screen. If the vowel you hear is a good example of that vowel, click on the 
left side of the scale towards “good example.” If the vowel you hear is not a good 
example of the vowel, click on the right-hand side of the line towards “poor example.” 
Only pay attention to vowel quality, ignore any elements of nasality, resonance, or vocal 
quality.  
 
QualTest-Practice for goodness judgements on vocal quality 
• You are going to hear some words spoken by a person using different speech techniques. 
You are going to judge the goodness of the vocal quality you hear. If the voice sample 
you hear is a good example of healthy voice quality, click on the left side of the scale 
towards “good example.” If the vowel you hear is not a good example of healthy vocal 
quality, click on the right-hand side of the line towards “poor example.” Only pay 
attention to vocal quality, ignore any elements of nasality, resonance, or vowel quality.  
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Appendix B. Confusion matrix for breathy vowels, normal vowels, strained vowels 
 
 
i ɪ eɪ ɛ æ ʌ ɑ oʊ ʊ u 
i 46 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ɪ 0 48 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
eɪ 0 4 39 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ɛ 0 0 0 45 3 0 0 0 0 0 
æ 0 0 0 0 48 0 0 0 0 0 
ʌ 0 0 0 0 0 47 0 0 1 0 
ɑ 0 0 0 0 1 1 46 0 0 0 
oʊ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 47 0 0 
ʊ 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 47 0 
u 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 1 44 
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Normal i ɪ eɪ ɛ æ ʌ ɑ oʊ ʊ u 
i 45 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ɪ 0 48 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
eɪ 0 1 44 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ɛ 0 0 0 45 3 0 0 0 0 0 
æ 0 0 0 0 48 0 0 0 0 0 
ʌ 0 0 0 0 0 48 0 0 0 0 
ɑ 0 0 0 0 1 0 47 0 0 0 
oʊ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 47 1 0 
ʊ 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 47 0 
u 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 46 
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Strained i ɪ eɪ ɛ æ ʌ ɑ oʊ ʊ u 
i 47 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ɪ 0 48 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
eɪ 0 2 42 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ɛ 0 0 0 48 0 0 0 0 0 0 
æ 0 0 0 0 48 0 0 0 0 0 
ʌ 0 0 0 0 0 48 0 0 0 0 
ɑ 0 0 0 0 2 0 46 0 0 0 
oʊ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 47 1 0 
ʊ 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 47 0 
u 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 45 
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